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Integrated Code Generation for Loops
MATTIAS ERIKSSON and CHRISTOPH KESSLER
Linköping university
Code generation in a compiler is commonly divided into several phases: instruction selection,
scheduling, register allocation, spill code generation, and, in the case of clustered architectures,
cluster assignment. These phases are interdependent; for instance, a decision in the instruction
selection phase affects how an operation can be scheduled. We examine the effect of this separation
of phases on the quality of the generated code. To study this we have formulated optimal methods
for code generation with integer linear programming; first for acyclic code and then we extend
this method to modulo scheduling of loops. In our experiments we compare optimal modulo
scheduling, where all phases are integrated, to modulo scheduling, where instruction selection and
cluster assignment are done in a separate phase. The results show that, for an architecture with
two clusters, the integrated method finds a better solution than the non-integrated method for
27% of the instances.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—Code Generation,Optimization
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance, Theory
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Code generation, clustered VLIW architectures, modulo
scheduling

1. INTRODUCTION
A processor in an embedded device often spends the major part of its life executing
a few lines of code over and over again. Finding ways to optimize these lines of
code before the device is brought to the market could make it possible to run
the application on cheaper or more energy efficient hardware. This fact motivates
spending large amounts of time on aggressive code optimization. In this paper
we aim at improving current methods for code optimization by exploring ways to
generate provably optimal code (in terms of throughput).
Code generation is performed in the back end of a compiler; in essence, it is
the process of creating executable code from the previously generated intermediate
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representation (IR). One way to do this is to perform three phases in some sequence:
—Instruction selection phase — Select target instructions matching the IR. This
phase includes resource allocation.
—Instruction scheduling phase — Map the selected instructions to time slots on
which to execute them.
—Register allocation phase — Select registers in which intermediate values are to
be stored.
While doing the phases in sequence is simpler and less computationally heavy,
the phases are interdependent. Hence, integrating the phases of the code generator
gives more opportunities for optimization. The cost of integrating the phases is that
the size of the solution space increases: there is a combinatorial explosion when decisions in all phases are considered simultaneously. This is especially the case when
we consider complicated processors with clustered register files and functional units
where many different target instructions may be applied to a single IR operation,
and with both explicit and implicit transfers between the register clusters.
In this paper we are interested in code generation for very long instruction word
(VLIW) architectures [Fisher 1983]. For VLIW processors the issued long instruction words contain multiple operations that are executed in parallel. This means
that all instruction level parallelism is static, i.e. the compiler (or assembler level
programmer) decides which operations are to be executed at the same point in time.
Our focus is particularly on clustered VLIW architectures in which the functional
units of the processor are limited to using a subset of the available registers [Fernandes 1998]. The motivation behind clustered architectures is to reduce the number
of register ports and thereby making the processor use less silicon and be more scalable. This clustering makes the job of the compiler even more difficult since there
are now even stronger interdependencies between the phases of the code generation.
For instance, which instruction (and thereby also functional unit) is selected for an
operation influences to which register the computed value may be written.
For ease of presentation, we begin with an integer linear programming model
for acyclic code generation, i.e. for basic blocks1 , in Section 2. This section also
contains an experimental comparison of the integer linear programming model to
a heuristic based on genetic algorithms. In Section 3 we extend the integer linear
programming model to modulo scheduling. Additionally we show some theoretical
properties of the algorithm and its search space and show results of an extensive
experimental evaluation where we compare the fully integrated method to a method
where instruction selection and cluster assignment is done in a separate phase.
Section 4 lists related work in acyclic and cyclic integrated code generation and
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. INTEGRATED CODE GENERATION WITH INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING
For optimal code generation for basic blocks we use an integer linear programming
formulation. In this section we will introduce all parameters, variables and con1A

basic block is a block of code that contains no jump instructions and no jump target other
than the beginning of the block. I.e., when the flow of control enters the basic block all of the
operations in the block are executed exactly once.
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straints which are used by the CPLEX solver to generate a schedule with minimal
execution time. This model integrates instruction selection (including cluster assignment), instruction scheduling and register allocation. An advantage of using
integer linear programming is that a mathematically precise description is generated
as a side effect. Also, the integer linear programming model is natural to extend to
modulo scheduling, as we show in Section 3. The integer linear programming model
presented here is based on a series of models previously published in [Bednarski and
Kessler 2006; Eriksson et al. 2008; Eriksson and Kessler 2009].
2.1 Data flow graph
A basic block is modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V, E), where
E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ Em . The set V contains intermediate representation (IR) nodes,
the sets E1 , E2 ⊂ V × V represent edges between operations and their first and
second operand respectively. Dependences that are not true data dependences are
modeled with the set Em ⊂ V × V . The integer parameter Op i describes operators
of the IR-nodes i ∈ V .
2.2 Instruction set
The instructions of the target machine are modeled by the set P = P1 ∪ P2+ ∪ P0
of patterns. P1 is the set of singletons, which only cover one IR node. The set P2+
contain composites, which cover multiple IR nodes (used e.g. for multiply-and-add
which covers a multiplication immediately followed by an addition). And the set
P0 consists of patterns for non-issue instructions which are needed when there are
IR nodes in V that do not have to be covered by an instruction, e.g. an IR node
representing a constant value that needs not be loaded into a register. The IR
is low level enough so that all patterns model exactly one (or zero in the case of
P0 ) instructions of the target machine. When we use the term pattern we mean
a pair consisting of one instruction and a set of IR-nodes that the instruction can
implement. I.e., an instruction can be paired with different sets of IR-nodes and a
set of IR-nodes can be paired with more than one instruction. For instance, on the
TI-C62x DSP processor (see Figure 1) an addition can be done with any of twelve
different instructions (not counting the multiply-and-add instructions): ADD.L1,
ADD.L2, ADD.S1, ADD.S2, ADD.D1, ADD.D2, ADD.L1X, ADD.L2X, ADD.S1X, ADD.S2X,
ADD.D1X or ADD.D2X.
For each pattern p ∈ P2+ ∪ P1 we have a set Bp = {1, . . . , np } of generic nodes
for the pattern. For composites we have np > 1 and for singletons np = 1. For
composite patterns p ∈ P2+ we also have EP p ⊂ Bp × Bp , the set of edges between
the generic pattern nodes. Each node k ∈ Bp of the pattern p ∈ P2+ ∪ P1 has an
associated operator number OP p,k which relates to operators of IR nodes. Also,
each p ∈ P has a latency Lp , meaning that if p is scheduled at time slot t the result
of p is available at time slot t + Lp .
2.3 Resources and register sets
We model the resources of the target machine with the set F and the register banks
with the set RS. The binary parameter Up,f,o is 1 iff the instruction with pattern
p ∈ P uses the resource f ∈ F at time step o relative to the issue time. Note that
this allows for multiblock [Kessler et al. 2007] and irregular reservation tables [Rau
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Register file B (B0−B15)
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1: The Texas Instruments TI-C62x processor has two register banks and 8 functional units [Texas
Instruments Incorporated 2000]. The crosspaths X1 and X2 are modeled as resources, too.

1994]. Rr is a parameter describing the number of registers in the register bank
r ∈ RS. The issue width is modeled by ω, i.e. the maximum number of instructions
that may be issued at any time slot.
For modeling transfers between register banks we do not use regular instructions
(note that transfers, like spill instructions, do not cover nodes in the DAG). Instead
we let the integer parameter LX r,s denote the latency of a transfer from r ∈ RS to
s ∈ RS. If no such transfer instruction exists we set LX r,s = ∞. And for resource
usage, the binary parameter UX r,s,f is 1 iff a transfer from r ∈ RS to s ∈ RS uses
resource f ∈ F . Note that we can also integrate spilling into the formulation by
adding a virtual register file to RS corresponding to the memory, and then have
transfer instructions to and from this register file corresponding to stores and loads.
See Figure 1 for an illustration of a clustered architecture.
Lastly, we have the sets PD r , PS1 r , PS2 r ⊂ P which, for all r ∈ RS, contain the
pattern p ∈ P iff p stores its result in r, takes its first operand from r or takes its
second operand from r, respectively.
2.4 Solution variables
The parameter tmax gives the last time slot on which an instruction may be scheduled. We also define the set T = {0, 1, 2, . . . , tmax }, i.e. the set of time slots on
which an instruction may be scheduled. For the acyclic case tmax is incremented
until a solution is found.
We have the following binary solution variables:
—ci,p,k,t , which is 1 iff IR node i ∈ V is covered by k ∈ Bp , where p ∈ P , issued at
time t ∈ T .
—wi,j,p,t,k,l , which is 1 iff the DAG edge (i, j) ∈ E1 ∪ E2 is covered at time t ∈ T
by the pattern edge (k, l) ∈ EP p where p ∈ P2+ is a composite pattern.
—sp,t , which is 1 iff the instruction with pattern p ∈ P2+ is issued at time t ∈ T .
—xi,r,s,t , which is 1 iff the result from IR node i ∈ V is transfered from r ∈ RS to
s ∈ RS at time t ∈ T .
—rrr ,i,t , which is 1 iff the value corresponding to the IR node i ∈ V is available in
register bank rr ∈ RS at time slot t ∈ T .
We also have the following integer solution variable:
—τ is the first clock cycle on which all latencies of executed instructions have
expired.
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Fig. 2. (i) Pattern p can not cover the set
of nodes since there is another outgoing
edge from b, (ii) p covers nodes a, b, c.

(ii)

2.5 Removing impossible schedule slots
We can significantly reduce the number of variables in the model by performing
soonest-latest analysis on the nodes of the graph. Let Lmin (i) be 0 if the node i ∈ V
may be covered by a composite pattern, and the lowest latency of any instruction
p ∈ P1 that may cover the node i ∈ V otherwise. Let pre(i) = {j : (j, i) ∈ E} and
succ(i) = {j : (i, j) ∈ E}. We can recursively calculate the soonest and latest time
slot on which node i may be scheduled:
½
0
, if |pre(i)| = 0
0
soonest (i) =
(1)
maxj∈pre(i) {soonest 0 (j) + Lmin (j)} , otherwise
½
tmax
, if |succ(i)| = 0
latest 0 (i) =
(2)
maxj∈succ(i) {latest 0 (j) − Lmin (i)} , otherwise
Ti = {soonest 0 (i), . . . , latest 0 (i)}

(3)

We can also remove all the variables in c where no node in the pattern p ∈ P has
an operator number matching i. We can view the matrix c of variables as a sparse
matrix; the constraints dealing with c must be written to take this into account.
In the following mathematical presentation ci,p,k,t is taken to be 0 if t ∈
/ Ti for
simplicity of presentation.
2.6 Optimization constraints
2.6.1 Optimization objective. The objective of the integer linear program is to
minimize the execution time:
min τ

(4)

The execution time is the latest time slot where any instruction terminates. For
efficiency we only need to check for execution times for instructions covering an IR
node with out-degree 0, let Vroot = {i ∈ V : @j ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ E}:
∀i ∈ Vroot , ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ Bp , ∀t ∈ T,
2.6.2

ci,p,k,t (t + Lp ) ≤ τ

(5)

Node and edge covering. Exactly one instruction must cover each IR node:
X
∀i ∈ V,
ci,p,k,t = 1
(6)
p∈P
k∈Bp
t∈T

Equation 7 sets sp,t = 1 iff the composite pattern p ∈ P2+ is used at time t ∈ T .
This equation also guarantees that either all or none of the generic nodes k ∈ Bp
are used at a time slot:
X
∀p ∈ P2+ , ∀t ∈ T, ∀k ∈ Bp ,
ci,p,k,t = sp,t
(7)
i∈V
ACM Trans. Embed. Comput. Syst., Vol. 11S, No. 1, Art. 19, June 2012.
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Reg. bank A

Fig. 3. A value may be live in a register bank A
if: (i) it was put there by an instruction, (ii) it
was live in register bank A at the previous time
step, and (iii) the value was transferred there by
an explicit transfer instruction.

t−1

A0=...

Reg. bank B

i

i

(ii)
(i)
t

(iii)
i

time

An edge within a composite pattern may only be active if there is a corresponding
edge (i, j) in the DAG and both i and j are covered by the pattern, see Figure 2:
∀(i, j) ∈ E1 ∪ E2 , ∀p ∈ P2+ , ∀t ∈ T, ∀(k, l) ∈ EP p ,
2wi,j,p,t,k,l ≤ ci,p,k,t + cj,p,l,t

(8)

If a generic pattern node covers an IR node, the generic pattern node and the IR
node must have the same operator number:
∀i ∈ V, ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ Bp , ∀t ∈ T,

ci,p,k,t (Op i − OP p,k ) = 0

(9)

2.6.3 Register values. A value may only be present in a register bank if: it was
just put there by an instruction, it was available there in the previous time step, or
just transfered to there from another register bank (see visualization in Figure 3):
X

rrr ,i,t ≤

∀rr ∈ RS, ∀i ∈ V, ∀t ∈ T,
X
ci,p,k,t−Lp + rrr ,i,t−1 +
(xi,rs,rr ,t−LX rs,rr )

p∈PD rr ∩P
k∈Bp

(10)

rs∈RS

The operand to an instruction must be available in the correct register bank when
we use it. A limitation of this formulation is that composite patterns must have all
operands and results in the same register bank:

rrr ,i,t

∀(i, j) ∈ E1 ∪ E2 , ∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS,


X
X
cj,p,k,t −
wi,j,p,t,k,l 
≥
p∈PD rr ∩P2+
k∈Bp

(11)

(k,l)∈EP p

Internal values in a composite pattern must not be put into a register (e.g. the
multiply value in a multiply-and-accumulate instruction):
∀rr ∈ RS, tp ∈ T, tr ∈ T, p ∈ P2+ , ∀(k, l) ∈ EP p , ∀(i, j) ∈ E1 ∪ E2 ,
rrr ,i,tr ≤ 1 − wi,j,p,tp,k,l

(12)

If they exist, the first operand (Equation 13) and the second operand (Equation 14)
must be available when they are used2 :
X
∀(i, j) ∈ E1 , ∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS, rrr ,i,t ≥
cj,p,k,t
(13)
p∈PS1 rr ∩P1
k∈Bp
2 Constraints

11–14 have been improved compared to [Eriksson et al. 2008; Eriksson and Kessler

2009].
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(14)

p∈PS2 rr ∩P1
k∈Bp

Transfers may only occur if the source value is available:
X
∀i ∈ V, ∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS, rrr ,i,t ≥
xi,rr ,rq,t

(15)

rq∈RS

2.6.4 Non-dataflow dependences. Equation 16 ensures that non-dataflow dependences are not violated, adapted from [Gebotys and Elmasry 1993]:
∀(i, j) ∈ Em , ∀t ∈ T

t
XX

cj,p,1,tj +

p∈P tj =0

X

tX
max

ci,p,1,ti ≤ 1

(16)

p∈P ti =t−Lp +1

2.6.5 Resources. We must not exceed the number of available registers in a
register bank at any time:
X
∀t ∈ T, ∀rr ∈ RS,
rrr ,i,t ≤ Rrr
(17)
i∈V

Condition 18 ensures that no resource is used more than once at each time slot:
X
p∈P2+
o∈N

Up,f,o sp,t−o +

X

∀t ∈ T, ∀f ∈ F,
X
Up,f,o ci,p,k,t−o +
UX rr ,rq,f xi,rr ,rq,t ≤ 1

p∈P1
i∈V
k∈Bp

And, lastly, Condition 19 guarantees that we never exceed the issue width:
X
X
X
∀t ∈ T,
sp,t +
ci,p,k,t +
xi,rr ,rq,t ≤ ω
p∈P2+

(18)

i∈V
(rr ,rq)∈(RS×RS)

p∈P1
i∈V
k∈Bp

(19)

i∈V
(rr ,rq)∈(RS×RS)

2.7 Experimental evaluation
We have compared our integer linear programming method to a genetic algorithm
based heuristic ([Eriksson et al. 2008]). As input we used 80 basic blocks from the
Mediabench benchmark suite [Lee et al. 1997]. The basic blocks were selected by
taking all blocks with 25 or more IR nodes from the mpeg2 and jpeg encoding and
decoding programs. The size of the largest basic block is 191 IR nodes. The target
architecture is the two-clustered TI-C62x with small modifications.
The time limit for the algorithms was approximately 900 seconds per basic block.
The solver is CPLEX 10.2 and the host machine is an Athlon X2 6000+ with 4 GB
RAM. A summary of the results is shown in Figure 4; all DAGs solved by the
integer linear programming method are optimal. The largest basic block that is
solved by the integer linear programming method contains 142 IR nodes. After
presolve 35302 variables and 21808 constraints remains, and the solution time is
672 seconds. We also saw basic blocks that are smaller in size (e.g. 76 IR nodes)
and are not solved to optimality. Hence the time to optimally solve an instance
does not only depend on the size of the DAG, but also on other characteristics of
the problem, such as the amount of instruction level parallelism that is possible.
For details on the genetic algorithm setup and results see [Eriksson et al. 2008].
ACM Trans. Embed. Comput. Syst., Vol. 11S, No. 1, Art. 19, June 2012.
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ILP better

Equal

Only GA

100
90
80

% of total

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
25-30
(18)

31-35
(15)

36-50
51-100
(19)
(18)
Number of nodes
(Number of basic blocks)

101-191
(10)

4: Stacked bar chart showing a summary of the comparison between the integer linear programming and the genetic algorithm for basic blocks: ILP better means that ILP produces a schedule
that is shorter than the one that GA produces, Equal means the schedules by ILP and GA have
the same length, and Only GA means that GA finds a solution but ILP fails to do so. The integer
linear programming method always produces an optimal result if it terminates.

3. INTEGRATED MODULO SCHEDULING
In this section we extend the integer linear programming model in Section 2 to
modulo scheduling. We also show theoretical results on an upper bound for the
number of schedule slots, and the results of an extensive evaluation.
3.1 Extending the model to modulo scheduling
Software pipelining [Charlesworth 1981] is an optimization for loops where the iterations of the loop are pipelined, i.e. consequtive iterations begin executing before
the current one has finished. One well known kind of software pipelining is modulo
scheduling [Rau and Glaeser 1981] where new iterations of the loop are issued at
a fixed rate determined by the initiation interval (II ). For every loop the initiation interval has a lower bound MinII = max (ResMII , RecMII ), where ResMII is
the bound determined by the available resources of the processor, and RecMII is
the bound determined by the critical dependence cycle in the dependence graph
describing the loop body. Methods for calculating RecMII and ResMII are well
documented in e.g. [Lam 1988].
We note that a kernel can be formed from the schedule of a basic block by scheduling each operation modulo the initiation interval, see (i) and (ii) in Figure 5. The
modulo schedules that we create have a corresponding iteration schedule, and by
the length of a modulo schedule we mean the number of schedule slots (tmax ) of the
iteration schedule. We also note that, since an iteration schedule is a potential basic
block schedule, creating a valid modulo schedule only adds constraints compared
to the basic block case.
First we need to model loop carried dependences by adding a distance to edges:
E1 , E2 , Em ⊂ V × V × N. The element (i, j, d) ∈ E represents a dependence from
i to j which spans over d loop iterations. Obviously the graph is no longer a DAG
since it may contain cycles. The only thing we need to do to include loop distances
in the model is to change rrr ,i,t to: rrr ,i,t+d·II in Equations 11, 13 and 14, and
ACM Trans. Embed. Comput. Syst., Vol. 11S, No. 1, Art. 19, June 2012.
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(i)
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I

J

K

L

(iii)

5: An example showing how an acyclic schedule (i) can be rearranged into a modulo schedule
(ii), A-L are target instructions in this example. (iii) An example showing why Text has enough
time slots to model the extended live ranges. Here dmax = 1 and II = 2 so any live value from
Iteration 0 can not live after time slot tmax + II · dmax in the iteraton schedule.

modify Equation 16 to:
∀(i, j, d) ∈ Em , ∀t ∈ Text

X t−II
X·d

cj,p,1,tj +

p∈P tj =0

X tmax +II
X·dmax
ci,p,1,ti ≤ 1

(20)

p∈P ti =t−Lp +1

The initiation interval II must be a parameter to the integer linear programming
solver. To find the best (smallest) initiation interval we must run the solver several
times with different values of the parameter. A problem with this approach is that
it is difficult to know when an optimal II is reached if the optimal II is not RecMII
or ResMII ; we will get back to this problem in Section 3.2.
The slots on which instructions may be scheduled are defined by tmax , and we
do not need to change this for the modulo scheduling extension to work. But
when we model dependences spanning over loop iterations we need to add extra
time slots to model that variables may be alive after the last instruction of an
iteration is scheduled. This extended set of time slots is modeled by the set Text =
{0, . . . , tmax + II · dmax } where dmax is the largest distance in any of E1 and E2 . We
extend the variables in xi,r,s,t and rrr ,i,t so that they have t ∈ Text instead of t ∈ T ,
this is enough since a value created by an instruction scheduled at any t ≤ tmax
will be read, at latest, by an instruction dmax iterations later, see Figure 5(iii) for
an illustration.
3.1.1 Resource constraints. The constraints in the previous section now only
need a few further modifications to also do modulo scheduling. The resource constraints of the kind ∀t ∈ T, expr ≤ bound (Constraints 17–19) is modified to:
X
∀to ∈ {0, 1, . . . , II − 1},
expr ≤ bound
t∈Text :
t≡to (mod II )

For instance, Constraint 17 becomes:
∀to ∈ {0, 1, . . . , II − 1}, ∀rr ∈ RS,

X

X

i∈V

t∈Text :
t≡to (mod II )

rrr ,i,t ≤ Rrr

(21)

ACM Trans. Embed. Comput. Syst., Vol. 11S, No. 1, Art. 19, June 2012.
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Input: A graph of IR nodes G = (V, E), the lowest possible initiation interval MinII , and the
architecture parameters.
Output: Modulo schedule.
MaxII = tupper = ∞;
tmax = MinII ;
while tmax ≤ tupper do
Compute soonest 0 and latest 0 with the current tmax ;
II = MinII ;
while II < min(tmax , MaxII ) do
solve integer linear program instance;
if solution found then
if II == M inII then
return solution; //This solution is optimal
fi
MaxII = II − 1 ; //Only search for better solutions.
fi
II = II + 1
od
tmax = tmax + 1
od
6: Pseudocode for the integrated modulo scheduling algorithm.

Inequality 21 guarantees that the number of live values in each register bank does
not exceed the number of available registers. If there are overlapping live ranges,
i.e. when a value i is saved at td and used at tu > td + II · ki for some integer ki > 1
the values in consecutive iterations can not use the same register for this value. We
may solve this e.g. by doing variable modulo expansion [Lam 1988].
3.1.2 Removing more variables. As we saw in Section 2.5 it is possible to improve the solution time for the integer linear programming model by removing
variables whose values can be inferred. Now we can take loop-carried dependences
into account and find improved bounds:
(
soonest(i) = max

soonest 0 (i),
max(j,i,d)∈E (soonest 0 (j) + Lmin (j) − II · d)}

)
(22)

d6=0

(
latest(i) = max

latest 0 (i), ¡
¢
max(i,j,d)∈E latest 0 (j) − Lmin (i) + II · d }

)
(23)

d6=0

With these new derived parameters we create
Ti = {soonest(i), . . . , latest(i)}

(24)

that we can use instead of the set T for the t-index of variable ci,p,k,t . Equations 22
and 23 differ from Equations 1 and 2 in two ways: they are not recursive and they
need information about the initiation interval. Hence, soonest 0 and latest 0 can be
calculated when tmax is known, before the integer linear program is run, and soonest
and latest can be calculated parameters at solution time.
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II = tmax

Feasible
Not feasible

BestII
MaxII
MinII

tupper

tmax

7: This figure shows the solution space of the algorithm. BestII is the best initiation interval
found so far. For some architectures we can derive a bound, tupper , on the number of schedule
slots, tmax , such that any solution to the right of tupper can be moved to the left by a simple
transformation.

3.2 The algorithm
Figure 6 shows the algorithm for finding a modulo schedule; this algorithm explores
a two-dimensional solution space as depicted in Figure 7. The dimensions in this
solution space are number of schedule slots (tmax ) and kernel size (II ). Note that if
there is no solution with initiation interval MinII this algorithm never terminates
(we do not consider cases where II > tmax ). Later we will show how to make the
algorithm terminate with the optimal result also in this case.
A valid alternative to this algorithm would be to set tmax to a fixed sufficiently
large value and then solve for the minimal II . A problem with this approach is
that the solution time of the integer linear program increases superlinearly with
tmax . Therefore we find that beginning with a low value of tmax and increasing it
iteratively works best.
Our goal is to find solutions that are optimal in terms of throughput, i.e. to find
the minimal initiation interval. An alternative goal is to also minimize code size,
i.e. tmax , since large tmax leads to long prologs and epilogs to the modulo scheduled
loop. In other words: the solutions found by our algorithm can be seen as pareto
optimal solutions with regards to throughput and code size where solutions with
smaller code size but larger initiation intervals are found first.
3.2.1 Theoretical properties. In this section we will have a look at the theoretical properties of the algorithm in Figure 6 and show how the algorithm can be
modified so that it finds optimal modulo schedules in finite time for a certain class
of architectures.
Definition 3.1. We say that a schedule s is dawdling if there is a time slot t ∈ T
such that (a) no instruction in s is issued at time t, and (b) no instruction in s
is running at time t, i.e. has been issued earlier than t, occupies some resource at
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time t, and delivers its result at the end of t or later [Kessler et al. 2007].
Definition 3.2. The slack window of an instruction i in a schedule s is a sequence
of time slots on which i may be scheduled without interfering with another instruction in s. And we say that a schedule is n-dawdling if each instruction has a slack
window of at most n positions.
Definition 3.3. We say that an architecture is transfer free if all instructions
except NOP must cover a node in the IR graph. I.e., no extra instructions such
as transfers between clusters may be issued unless they cover IR nodes. We also
require that the register file sizes of the architecture are unbounded.
Lemma 3.4. For a transfer free architecture every non-dawdling schedule for the
data flow graph (V, E) has length
X
tmax ≤
L̂(i)
i∈V

where L̂(i) is the maximal latency of any instruction covering IR node i (composite
patterns need to replicate L̂(i) over all covered nodes).
Proof. Since the architecture is transfer free only instructions covering IR nodes
exist in the schedule, and each of these instructions is active at most L̂(i) time units.
Furthermore we never need to insert dawdling NOPs to satisfy dependences of the
kind (i, j, d) ∈ E; consider the two cases:
(a) ti ≤ tj : Let L(i) be the latency of the instruction covering i. If there is a time
slot t between the point where i is finished and j begins which is not used for
another instruction then t is a dawdling time slot and may be removed without
violating the lower bound of j: tj ≥ ti + L(i) − d · II , since d · II ≥ 0.
(b) ti > tj : Let L(i) be the latency of the instruction covering i. If there is a time
slot t between the point where j ends and the point where i begins which is not
used for another instruction this may be removed without violating the upper
bound of i: ti ≤ tj + d · II − L(i). (ti is decreased when removing the dawdling
time slot.) This is where we need the assumption of unlimited register files, since
decreasing ti increases the live range of i, possibly increasing the register need of
the modulo schedule (see Figure 8 for such a case).
Corollary 3.5. An n-dawdling schedule for the data flow graph (V, E) has
length
X
tmax ≤
(L̂(i) + n − 1) .
i∈V

Figure 8 shows an example that consists of a graph with two instructions, a and
b, both with latency 1. The value produced by b is consumed by a two iterations
later. Then, if the initiation interval is 4 the schedule shown in Figure 8 can not
be shortened by 4 cycles, since this would increase the live range of b and hence
increase the register pressure of the resulting modulo schedule.
Lemma 3.6. If a modulo schedule s with initiation interval II has an instruction
i with a slack window of size at least 2II time units, then s can be shortened by II
time units and still be a modulo schedule with initiation interval II .
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Reg.

(iv)

1 a
2
3 b
4

8: The graph in (i) can be modulo scheduled with initiation interval 4 as shown in (ii). If the
schedule of an iteration is shortened by 4 cycles the register pressure of the corresponding modulo
schedule kernel increases, see (iii) to (iv).

Proof. If i is scheduled in the first half of its slack window the last II time slots
in the window may be removed and all instructions will keep their position in the
modulo reservation table. Likewise, if i is scheduled in the last half of the slack
window the first II time slots may be removed.
Theorem 3.7. For a transfer free architecture,
if there does not exist a modulo
˜
˜ and tmax ≤ P
schedule with initiation interval II
i∈V (L̂(i) + 2II − 1) there exists
˜.
no modulo schedule with initiation interval II
Proof. Assume that there exists a modulo schedule s with initiation interval
˜
˜ and tmax > P
II
i∈V (L̂(i) + 2II − 1). Also assume that there exists no modulo
P
˜ − 1). Then,
schedule with the same initiation interval and tmax ≤ i∈V (L̂(i) + 2II
by Lemma 3.4, there exists an instruction i in s with a slack window larger than
˜ − 1 and hence, by Lemma 3.6, s may be shortened by II
˜ time units and still be
2II
a modulo schedule
with the same initiation interval. If the shortened schedule still
P
˜ − 1) it may be shortened again, and again, until the
has tmax > i∈V (L̂(i) + 2II
P
˜ − 1).
resulting schedule has tmax ≤ i∈V (L̂(i) + 2II
Corollary 3.8. We can guarantee optimality in the algorithm in Section 3.2
for transfer free architectures if, every time we find an improved II , we set tupper
P
= i∈V (L̂(i) + 2(II − 1) − 1).
Until now we have assumed that the register file sizes are unbounded. Now we
show how to allow bounded register file sizes by adding another assumption. The
new assumption is that all loop carried dependences have distance no larger than 1.
Lemma 3.9. If there is a true data dependence (b, a, d) ∈ E and a precedes b in
the iteration schedule then the number of dawdling time slots between a and b is
bounded by
ωa,b ≤ II · d − Lb
where Lb is the latency of the instruction covering b.
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b

Fig. 9. Two cases: (i) b precedes a and
(ii) a precedes b in the iteration schedule.

b

a

a

a

b
(i)

(ii)

Proof. The precedence constraint dictates
tb + Lb ≤ ta + II · d

(25)

If there are ωa,b dawdling time slots between a and b in the iteration schedule then
tb ≥ ta + ωa,b

(26)

Hence
ta + ωa,b ≤ tb ≤ ta + II · d − Lb ⇒ ωa,b ≤ II · d − Lb
Corollary 3.10. If dmax ≤ 1 then any transformation that removes a block
of II dawdling time slots from the iteration schedule will not increase the register
pressure of the corresponding modulo schedule with initiation interval II .
Proof. Consider every live range b → a that needs a register. First we note
that the live range is only affected by the transformation if the removed block is
between a and b.
If b precedes a in the iteration schedule (see Figure 9(i)) then removing a block
of II nodes between b and a can only reduce register pressure.
If a precedes b in the iteration schedule (see Figure 9(ii)) then, by Lemma 3.9,
assuming Lb ≥ 1, there does not exist a removable block of size II between a and
b in the iteration schedule.
With these observations we can change the assumption of unbounded register file
sizes in Definition 3.3. The new assumption is that all loop carried dependences
have distances smaller than or equal to 1. Furthermore, we can limit the increase
in register pressure caused by removing a dawdling II -block:
Corollary 3.11. Given an iteration schedule for a data flow graph G = (V, E)
the largest possible increase in register pressure of the modulo schedule with initiation interval II caused by removing dawdling blocks of size II is bounded by
X
Rincrease ≤
(d − 1)
(b,a,d)∈E
d>1

Proof. Consider a live range b → a with loop carried distance d > 1. By
Lemma 3.9 there are at most
º
¹
II · d − Lb
<d−1
II
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Fig. 10. A loop body with 4 multiplications. The edges
between Node 3 and Node 0 are loop carried dependences
with distance 1.

3 MULI4
d=1

d=1

blocks of size II between a and b in the iteration schedule if a precedes b (if b
precedes a there can be no increase in register pressure with the same reasoning as
above).
3.2.2 A contrived example. Let us consider an example that demonstrates how
Corollary 3.8 can be used. Figure 10 shows a graph of an example program with
four multiplications. Consider the case where we have a non-clustered architecture
with one functional unit which can perform pipelined multiplications with latency 2.
Clearly, for this example we have RecMII = 6 and ResMII = 4, but an initiation
interval of 6 is impossible since IR-nodes 1 and 2 can not be issued at the same clock
cycle. When we run the algorithm we quickly find a modulo schedule with initiation
interval 7, but since this is larger than MinII the algorithm can not determine that
it is an optimal solution. Now we can use Corollary 3.8 to find that an upper bound
of 18 can be set on tmax . If no improved modulo schedule is found where tmax = 18
then the modulo schedule with initiation interval 7 is optimal. This example is
solved to optimality in a few seconds by our algorithm.
3.3 Separating versus integrating instruction selection
In this section we will investigate and quantify the difference in code quality between
our integrated code generation method and a method where instruction selection
and cluster assignment are not integrated with the other phases. One way to
do this is to first use a separate algorithm for cluster assignment and instruction
selection. In this way we could define values for some of the solution variables
in the integrated integer linear programming model and then solve the restricted
instance. This would allow for a comparison of the achieved initiation interval for
the less integrated method to the more integrated one. In this section we describe
the details of how we did this and show the results of an extensive evaluation.
Figure 11 shows the components of the software pipelining method that we have
developed. The integrated software pipelining model (d) takes a set of instructions,
which are to be picked from, for each IR-node. The default set is the one which
contains all instructions that can cover the operation that the IR-node represent.
So making instruction selection separated is just a matter of supplying a set with
only one instruction for each IR-node. Soonest-latest analysis (c) was described
earlier, here it is extended so that the exact latency of each node of the graph can
be given as input. This is useful for the cases where instruction selection has already
been done. If the latencies are not known before the software pipelining phase we
must use conservative values for these latencies. The integer linear programming
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11: The components of the separated method.

model for the instruction selection phase (b) is basically the same model as the
fully integrated one, but with the scheduling and register constraints removed and
with a modified objective function that solves for minimal MinII . The cycle finding
part (a) is used to aid in calculating RecMII .
3.3.1 The instruction selection phase. For instruction selection we use a smaller
version of the integer linear programming model for the modulo scheduling phase.
The constraints regarding scheduling and register allocation were stripped out and
Constraints 6–9 are kept. To ensure that the instruction selection will work we add
a constraint saying that for all edges (a, b, d) ∈ E1 ∪ E2 , if a writes to rr and b reads
from rs 6= rr there must be a transfer for this edge. Then we can bound ResMII
by the following constraint (here with a simplified presentation):
X
X
y uses f
(27)
∀f ∈ F , ResMII ≥
instr. covering i uses f +
i∈V

y∈transfers

When we calculate the lower bound on the initiation interval we need to take
two things into account: the available resources and the cycles of the DDG. We
implemented Tarjan’s algorithm for listing all cycles in a graph [Tarjan 1973]. We
ran this algorithm once on all data dependence graphs to generate all cycles; the
time limit of the algorithm was set to 10 seconds3 , and if the limit was exceeded
we stored all cycles found so far. For the cases where the enumeration algorithm
exceeded the time limit, we had already found several thousand cycles. Continuing
beyond this point may lead to finding more critical cycles, which could tighten the
lower bound RecMII .
A cycle is represented by a set of all IR-nodes that are in it. Every cycle has
a distance sum, that is the sum of distances of the edges that make up the cycle.
Let Cyc(V, E) be the set of cycles defined by the graph with nodes V and edges E.
And let dist(C) be the distance sum of cycle C ∈ Cyc(V, E). Let intern[p] =
{a : ∃b, (a, b) ∈ Ep } denote the set of inner nodes in pattern p, then RecMII can be
bounded by
X
∀C ∈ Cyc(V, E),
Lp cn,p,k,t ≤ RecMII · dist(C)
(28)
n∈C
p∈P
k∈(Bp −intern[p])
t∈T
3 These

10 seconds are not included in the reported solution times in the evaluation section.
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In the instruction selection phase the most important objective is to minimize
the lower bound on the initiation interval. However, just minimizing the lower
bound is not enough in many cases: when MinII is defined by RecMII and ResMII
is significantly lower than RecMII the instruction selection solution may be very
unbalanced with regards to resource allocation of the functional units. To address
this problem we make the instruction selection phase minimize MinII as a first
objective, and with this minimal MinII also minimize ResMII . Assuming that
MinII < M (we used M = 100 in our experiments) this can be expressed as:
min M · MinII + ResMII

(29)

MinII ≥ ResMII MinII ≥ RecMII

(30)

subject to:
The advantage of adding ResMII to the objective function of the minimization
problem is that resources will be used in a more balanced way for the cases where
the MinII is dominated by RecMII . This better balance makes the scheduling
step easier, but the more complicated objective function in the instruction selection
phase leads to a much increased memory usage. Even though the increased memory
usage of the instruction selection phase makes the machine run out of memory for
some instances the results are on average better than when the simple objective
function is used.
3.3.2 Results. The experiments use data dependence graphs generated by the
st200cc compiler with optimization level -O3. Input to the compiler are programs
from the Spec2000, Spec2006, Mediabench and Ffmpeg benchmark [Touati 2009].
For solving the integer linear programming instances we use CPLEX 10.2 running
on an Intel Core I7 950. The optimization goal is to minimize the initiation interval.
After removing all graphs which include instructions that are too specialized for our
model (e.g. shift-add instructions) and all duplicate graphs we have 1151 graphs
left that have 60 or fewer IR-nodes. We have used two target architectures: a single
cluster and a double cluster variant of TI-C62x. The double clustered variant has
multiply-and-add instructions and includes transfers and spill instructions. The
single cluster variant does not have composites, transfers or spill instructions.
Figure 12 summarizes the comparison between the integrated and the separated
method, both with a time limit of 2 minutes. For the single-cluster architecture (a)
we see that the cases where the integrated method is better than the separated one
are rare; it only happens for 6% of the instances. The reason for this is that it
is relatively easy to find a good instruction selection for this simple architecture,
hence not much is gained by integrating instruction selection. When we look at the
results for the two-cluster architecture (b) we find that the integrated method beats
the separated one in 27% of the instances. It is more common that the integrated
method beats the separated method when the graphs are small. However, as the size
of the graphs become larger the increased complexity makes the integrated method
time out often without finding any solution at all, while the simpler separated
method finds a solution. The few cases where both methods find a solution, and
the separated solution is better, is explained by the fact that the separated method
reaches larger tmax before it times out, so it explores a larger part of the solution
space in terms of iteration schedule length. Table I summarizes the results for
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Average values of IntII /SepII for the instances where Int. is better than Sep.
Architecture
1-10
11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60
all
Single cluster
.84
.88
.84
.95
.95
.98
.88
Double cluster
.69
.81
.84
.85
.85
.93
.79

the instances where the integrated method finds a solution that is better than
the one found by the separated method. The values shown are average values
of IntII /SepII , where IntII and SepII are the found initiation intervals of the
integrated and the separated methods respectively. These values quantifies how
much better the integrated method is compared to the separated method. For
instance: if the size of the kernel is halved then the throughput of the loop is doubled
assuming that the number of iterations is large enough (so that the prologue and
epilogue of the loop are negligible). The average value of IntII /SepII for the twocluster architecture is 0.79, i.e. the average asymptotic speedup for the loops is
1/0.79 = 1.26.
Figure 13 shows the results of an experiment with a variation of the two-cluster
architecture where the two cross paths of the TI-C62x is replaced by a bus, and the
number of registers per cluster is reduced from 16 to 8, for this test we increased
the time limit to 30 minutes and limited the number of instances to 50 per size
range. Now, because of the increased time limit, both methods perform better, but
there are still quite many instances for which both methods fail to find a solution,
these must be solved by a cheaper heuristic.
4. RELATED WORK
In this section we list some of the related work in the area of code generation both
for basic blocks and for loops.
4.1 Integrated code generation for basic blocks
4.1.1 Optimal methods. Kästner [2001] has developed a retargetable phase coupled code generator which can produce optimal schedules by solving a generated
integer linear program in a postpass optimizer. Two integer linear programming
models are given. The first one is time based, like ours, and assigns events to
points in time. The second formulation is order based where the order of events
is optimized, and the assignment to points in time is implicit. The advantage of
the second model is that it can be flow-based such that the resources flow from one
instruction to the next, and this allows for more efficient integer linear program
models in some cases but is less suitable for integrating other tasks than scheduling
and resource allocation.
Wilken et al. [2000] have presented an integer linear programming formulation for
instruction scheduling for basic blocks. They also discuss how DAG transformations
can be used to make the problem easier to solve without affecting the optimality of
the solution. The machine model which they use is rather simple.
Wilson et al. [1994] created an integer linear programming model for the integrated code generation problem with included instruction selection. This formulation is limited to non-pipelined, single issue architectures.
A constraint programming approach to optimal instruction scheduling of suACM Trans. Embed. Comput. Syst., Vol. 11S, No. 1, Art. 19, June 2012.
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perblocks4 for realistic architectures was given by Malik et al. [2008]. The method
was shown to be useful also for very large superblocks after a preprocessing phase
which prunes the search space in a safe way.
Another integer linear programming method by Chang et al. [1997] performs integrated scheduling, register allocation and spill code generation. Their model targets
non-pipelined, multi-issue, non-clustered architectures. Spill code is integrated by
preprocessing the DAG in order to insert nodes for spilling where appropriate.
Winkel has presented an optimal method based on integer linear programming
formulation for global scheduling for the IA-64 architecture [2004] and shown that
it can be used in a production compiler [2007]. Much attention is given to how the
optimization constraints should be formulated to make up a tight solution space
that can be solved efficiently.
The integer linear programming model presented here for integrated code generation is an extension of the model by Bednarski and Kessler [2006]. Several aspects of
our model are improved compared to it: Our model works with clustered architectures which have multiple register banks and data paths between them. Our model
handles transfer instructions, which copy a value from one register bank to another
(transfers do not cover an IR node of the DAG). Another improvement is that we
can handle general dependences. We also remodeled the data flow dependences to
work with the r variable
Within the Optimist project an integrated approach to code generation for clustered VLIW processors has been investigated by Kessler and Bednarski [2006].
Their method is based on dynamic programming and includes safe pruning of the
solution space by removing comparable partial solutions.
4.1.2 Heuristic methods. Hanono and Devadas present an integrated approach
to code generation for clustered VLIW architectures in the AVIV framework [1998].
Their method builds an extended data flow graph representation of a basic block
which explicitly represents all alternatives for implementation, and then uses a
branch-and-bound heuristic for selecting one alternative.
Lorenz et al. [2004] implemented a genetic algorithm for integrated code generation for low execution time. This genetic algorithm includes instruction selection,
scheduling and register allocation in a single optimization problem. It also takes the
subsequent address code generation, with address generation units, into account. In
a preprocessing step additional IR nodes are inserted in the DAG which represent
possible explicit transfers between register files.
Other notable heuristic methods that integrate several phases of code generation
for clustered VLIW have been proposed by Kailas et al. [2001], Özer et al. [1998],
Leupers [2000] and Nagpal and Srikant [2004].
4.2 Integrated software pipelining
4.2.1 Optimal methods. An enumeration approach to software pipelining, based
on dynamic programming, was given by Vegdahl [1992]. In this algorithm the
dependence graph of the original loop body is replicated by a given factor, with
extra dependences to the new nodes inserted accordingly. The algorithm then
4A

superblock is a block of code that has multiple exit points but only one entry point.
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creates a compacted loop body in which each node is represented once, thus the
unroll factor determines how many iterations a node may be moved. This method
does not include instruction selection and register allocation.
Blachot et al. [2006] have given an integer linear programming formulation for integrated modulo scheduling and register assignment. Their method, named Scan, is
a heuristic which searches the solution space by solving integer linear programming
instances for varying initiation intervals and numbers of schedule slots in a way
that resembles our algorithm in Section 3.2. Their presentation also includes an
experimental characterization of the search space, e.g. how the number of schedule
slots and initiation intervals affects tractability and feasibility of the integer linear
programming instance.
Yang et al. [2002] presented an integer linear programming formulation for rateand energy-optimal modulo scheduling on an Itanium-like architecture, where there
are fast and slow functional units. The idea is that instructions that are not critical
can be assigned to the slow, less energy consuming, functional units thereby optimizing energy use. Hence, this formulation includes a simple kind of instruction
selection.
Ning and Gao [1993] present a method for non clustered architectures where
register allocation is done in two steps, the first step assigns temporary values to
buffers and the second step does the actual register allocation. Our method is
different in that it avoids the intermediate step. This is an advantage when we
want to support clustered register banks and integrate spill code generation.
Altman et al. [1995] presented an optimal method for simultaneous modulo
scheduling and mapping of instructions to functional units. Their method, which
is based on integer linear programming, has been compared to a branch and bound
heuristic by Ruttenberg et al. [1996].
Fimmel and Müller [2002] do optimal modulo scheduling for pipelined nonclustered architectures by optimizing a rational initiation interval. The initiation
interval is a variable in the integer linear programming formulation, which means
that only a single instance of the problem needs to be solved as opposed to the
common method of solving with increasingly large initiation intervals.
Eichenberger et al. [1996] have formulated an integer linear programming model
for minimizing the register pressure of a modulo schedule where the modulo reservation table is fixed.
Nagarakatte and Govindarajan [2007] formulated an optimal method for integrating register allocation and spill code generation. These formulations work only
for non-clustered architectures and do not include instruction selection.
Eisenbeis and Sawaya [1996] describe an integer linear programming method for
integrating modulo scheduling and register allocation. Their method gives optimal
results when the number of schedule slots is fixed.
Fan et al. [2005] studied the problem of synthesizing loop accelerators with modulo scheduling. In their problem formulation the initiation interval is given and
the optimization problem is to minimize the hardware cost. They present optimal
methods based on integer linear programming and branch and bound algorithms.
They also show and evaluate several methods for decomposing large problem instances in to separate subproblems to increase tractability at the cost of global
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optimality.
4.2.2 Heuristic methods. Fernandes [1998] was the one who first described clustered VLIW architectures, and Fernandes et al. [1999] gave a heuristic method for
modulo scheduling for such architectures. The method is called Distributed modulo
scheduling (DMS) and is shown to be effective for up to 8 clusters. DMS integrates
modulo scheduling and cluster partitioning in a single phase. The method first
tries to put instructions that are connected by true data dependences on the same
cluster. If that is not possible transfer instructions are inserted or the algorithm
backtracks by ejecting instructions from the partially constructed schedule.
Huff [1993] was the first to create a heuristic modulo scheduling method that
schedules instructions in a way that minimizes life times of intermediate values. The
instructions are given priorities based on the number of slots on which they may
be scheduled and still respect dependences. The algorithm continues to schedule
instructions with highest priority either early or late, based on heuristic rules. If an
instruction can not be scheduled, backtracking is used, ejecting instructions from
the partial schedule.
Another notable heuristic, which is not specifically targeted for clustered architectures, is due to Llosa et al. [1995; 1996]. This heuristic, called Swing modulo
scheduling, simultaneously tries to minimize the initiation interval and register
pressure by scheduling instructions either early or late.
The heuristic by Altemose and Norris [2001] does register pressure responsive
modulo scheduling by inserting instructions in such a way that known live ranges
are minimized.
Stotzer and Leiss [1999] presented a backtracking heuristic for modulo scheduling
after instruction selection for Texas Instruments C6x processors.
Nystrom and Eichenberger [1998] presented a heuristic method for cluster assignment as a prepass to modulo scheduling. Their machine model assumes that all
transfer instructions are explicit. The clustering algorithm prioritizes operations in
critical cycles of the graph, and tries to minimize the number of transfer instructions while still having high throughput. The result of the clustering prepass is a
new graph where operations are assigned to clusters and transfer nodes are inserted.
Their experimental evaluation shows that, for architectures with a reasonable number of buses and ports, the achieved initiation interval is most of the time equal to
the one achieved with the corresponding fully connected, i.e. non-clustered, architecture, where more data ports are available.
A heuristic method for integrated modulo scheduling for clustered architectures
was presented by Codina et al. [2001]. The method, which also integrates spill code
generation is shown to be useful for architectures with 4 clusters.
Pister and Kästner [2005] presented a retargetable method for postpass modulo
scheduling implemented in the Propan framework.
4.2.3 Theoretical results. Touati [2007] presented several theoretical results regarding the register need in modulo schedules. One of the results shows that, in
the absence of resource conflicts, there exists a finite schedule duration (tmax in our
terminology) that can be used to compute the minimal periodic register sufficiency
of a loop for all its valid modulo schedules. Theorem 3.7 in this paper is related
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to this result of Touati. We assume unbounded register files and identify an upper
bound on schedule duration, in the presence of resource conflicts.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the problem of integrated code generation for clustered architectures. The phases that are integrated are: cluster assignment, instruction selection,
scheduling, register allocation and spilling. An algorithm was presented for the basic block case, and then we showed how it is extended to modulo scheduling.
The work presented in this paper is different from the ones mentioned in Section 4 in that it aims to produce provably optimal modulo schedules, also when the
optimal initiation interval is larger than MinII , and in that it also integrates cluster
assignment and instruction selection in the formulation. Our algorithm for modulo
scheduling iteratively considers schedules with increasing number of schedule slots.
A problem with such an iterative method is that, if the initiation interval is not
equal to the lower bound, there is no way to determine whether the found solution
is optimal or not. We have proven that, for a class of architectures that we call
transfer free, we can set an upper bound on the schedule length. I.e. we can prove
when a found modulo schedule with an initiation interval larger than the lower
bound is optimal.
Creating an integer linear programming formulation for clustered architectures is
more difficult than for the non-clustered case since the common method of modeling
live ranges simply as the time between definition and use cannot be applied. Our
formulation handles live ranges by explicitly assigning values to register banks for
each time slot. This increases the size of the solution space, but we believe that this
extra complexity is unavoidable and inherent to the problem of integrating cluster
assignment and instruction selection with the other phases.
We have also shown that optimal spilling is closely related to optimal register
allocation when the register files are clustered. In fact, optimal spilling is as simple
as adding an additional virtual register file representing memory and have transfer
instructions to and from this register file corresponding to stores and loads.
In our experimental evaluation we have shown that for the basic block case we
can optimally generate code for DAGs with up to 142 IR nodes in less than 900
seconds. But we also saw that in some cases with only 76 IR nodes the integer
linear programming model was not successful. For modulo scheduling we compare
the integrated method to one in which instruction selection and cluster assignment is
done in a separate phase. Our experiments show that the integrated method rarely
results in better results than the separated for the single cluster architecture, but
for the double cluster architecture the integrated method beats the separated one
in 27% of the cases and in these cases, assuming a large number of iterations, the
average speedup is 26%. The results of these experiments are important because
we try to find out if the integration can be beneficial: both steps in the separated
method are locally optimal and the integrated method is globally optimal. Showing
how often the integrated method is better than the separated one is interesting also
from a theoretical perspective.
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12: Results of comparison between the separated and fully integrated version for the two architectures. The time limit is 2 minutes.
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